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The Assignment: In the conclusion of the seek out the Golden Monkey, the Crypto-Capers, Granny,
Max, Mia and Morris, find a lot more than what they bargained for. From the very beginning, their

resolve will end up being tested. Having discovered two of the pieces to open up the treasure room
in reserve 3, they quickly come to understand they only have half of the puzzle solved. In The

Upper body of Mystery the team will travel around the world to Pisa, Italy where they will have to
fight for his or her freedom, or become captured by the enemy. The Panther is popular on the trail,

sabotaging them at every switch, like they had performed to him in Chichen Itza. The Crypto-
Capers list of friends starts to dwindle until they realize the answers are right before them, all they
have to do is look, and believe. Their seek out the other two pieces, can be more exigent. They
must be one step forward, but could it be carried out when the man who holds all the answers

disappears with out a trace? Sense like he's close to finding the Golden Monkey, the Panther sends
every accomplice he knows to thwart the detective team from finding the pieces, while at exactly
the same time, utilizing their talents and understanding for his personal gain. Their fate drops in the

hands of one boy, Emmanuel Watson, whose history is tied to the chest, but can he find the
strength to do what he must, particularly when the world is against him? Good luck! Come sign up
for the Crypto-Capers in finding the dropped treasure of the Mayans, like the legendary Golden
Monkey. When so near accomplishing their goal, obstacles occur, and the scent of betrayal is

certainly in the air.
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Fascinating New Crypto-Capers installment In the highly-anticipated conclusion of the seach for the
Golden Monkey, the Crypto-Capers team is up to their eyeballs in peril and mystery. Book 4 in the
series, The Upper body of Mystery, accumulates right where Book 3 left off. Having found two of
the items to open up the treasure room in the previous publication, they discover they possess only
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solved fifty percent the puzzle.Wow!The team travels to Pisa, Italy to meet with the one man who
keeps all the answers. They are books you do not want to miss! Can that be adequate to cause
them to the dropped treasure of the Mayans and the Golden Monkey? With the Panther scorching
on their trail, period is working out. The Panther is normally closing in, Morris is definitely in peril, and
their fresh friend Emmanuel may be an important little bit of the puzzle. I'll tell you that this book was
definitely well worth the wait.In addition to Max, Mia and Granny Holmes, the fourth member of the
team, Morris, joins them in the field. That is uncommon, and the reader can see this as a little bit of
growth in this character. Talking about growth, I'm happy to see the cover artist doesn't ignore that
the kids are developing as the series techniques along. All the children seem a bit old on the cover
today. The interactive part of The Crypto-Capers series could have even the most reluctant readers
solving crimes with the team. Their relationships add a new component to the story, and keep
carefully the series fresh, exactly like adding parts to the unfolding mystery does.We are also
treated to conference some new individuals in The Upper body of Mystery. But when he disappears
with out a trace, they have to depend on one another and have confidence in what they know.
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